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America’s national memory is loaded up with symbols and images, symbols 

of profoundly held, yet defectively comprehended, convictions. The job of 

history in the iconography of the Assembled States is unavoidable, yet the 

certainties behind the fiction are some way or another lost in a nebulous fog 

of enthusiasm and saw national personality. Christopher Columbus, as a 

saint and image of the main request in America, is an essential figure in this 

pantheon of American fantasy. 

His status, much the same as most American symbols, is agent not of his 

own achievements, but rather the self-impression of the general public which

raised him to his platform in the American exhibition of courage. 

In the fifteenth and sixteenth hundreds of years, Europeans needed to 

discover ocean courses to the Far East. Columbus needed to locate another 

course to India, China, Japan and the Zest Islands. In the event that he could 

achieve these grounds, he would have the capacity to bring back rich 

cargoes of silks and flavors. Columbus realized that the world was round and 

understood that by cruising west, rather than east around the bank of Africa,

as different travelers at the time were doing, he would in any case achieve 

his goal. 

Christopher Columbus had three ships on his first voyage, the Nia, the Pinta, 

and the Santa Maria. Columbus traveled from Palos de la Frontera on 3 

August, 1492. His pioneer, the Santa Maria had 52 men on board while his 

other two ships, the Nina and Pinta were each kept an eye on by 18 men. 

The Santa Maria was a nao, was to some degree a tub, and was not prepared

to go near the coastline. Nonetheless, could pass on a lot of load, and it 
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could stand up well in terrible atmosphere. The Nia, the Pinta were caravels, 

with a shallower draft than a nao, did not have much payload space, yet 

rather could examine shallow inlets and the mouths of conduits. A carvel was

square-settled on its foremasts and mainmasts, yet used a lateen sail on the 

mizzen to help in joining. A caravel had around twenty gathering people, who

laid on the deck and would go underneath just if the atmosphere was 

horrendous. The group were aggregated by Martin Alonso Pinz? n (officer of 

the Pinta). They were experienced sea men, and four of them had taken an 

offer from the Spanish regarded position for acquit from prison if they took 

the voyage. Countless sailors were from the near to towns of Lepe and 

Moguer. 

In excess of a couple of days, water crafts of Columbus’ day would average 

to some degree under 4 hitches. Top speed for the vessels was around 8 

packs, and slightest speed was zero. These paces were exceptionally 

ordinary for vessels of the period. So as a rule, 90 or 100 miles in multi day 

would be normal, and 200 stunning. Of the three ships on the vital voyage, 

the Santa Maria was the slowest, and the Pinta was the snappiest. The 

qualifications were not fantastic over a long voyage. Santa Maria No one 

knows exactly what Columbus’ Santa Maria took after. We can take a gander

at practically identical pontoons of the period. It was a nao, which essentially

implies “ convey” in old Spanish. She was fat and moderate, proposed for 

passing on load. It was a merchant dispatch, between 200-600 tons. The 

length of Santa Maria was around 18 meters, base length 12 meters, bar 6 

meters, and a draft around 2 meters. The Santa Maria was a rented vessel 
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controlled by Juan de la Cosa, who traveled with Columbus as the essential 

officer. 

Previously, known as the La Gallega since its proprietor was from Galicia, 

Columbus renamed the vessel Santa Maria. The Santa Maria had three posts 

(fore, standard, and mizzen), all of which passed on one colossal sail. The 

foresail and mainsail were square; the sail on the mizzen, or back, post was a

triangular sail known as a lateen. Additionally, the ship passed on a little 

square sail on the bowsprit, and little topsail on the mainmast over the 

mainsail. Most of the primary stimulus of the workmanship was from the 

greatest mainsail with whatever is left of the sails used for trimming. The 

Santa Maria in like manner had a crow’s home on the mainmast. It had a 

raised stern. There was a forecastle in the bow of the ship. The ship directed 

into the stones off Hispaniola and must be surrendered. The Pinta was 

captained by Martin Alonso Pinz? n, a practiced mariner from the town of 

Moguer in Andalucia. Pinta was a caravel. We don’t know much about Pinta, 

yet it doubtlessly was around 70 tons, with a length of 17 meters, base 

length 13 meters, shaft 5 meters, and significance 2 meters. She apparently 

had three posts, and most likely passed on sails like those of Santa Maria, 

except for the topsail, and possibly the spritsail. Nia. Most diminutive of the 

task force, captained by Vicente Ages Pinz? n, kin of Martin. The Nia was 

another caravel of no doubt 50 or 60 tons. When she left Spain she had 

lateen sails on all shafts; yet she was refitted in the Canary Islands with 

square sails on the fore and guideline posts 

For quite a long time, Columbus cruised from island to island in what we 

currently known as the Caribbean, searching for the “ pearls, valuable 
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stones, gold, silver, flavors, and different protests and stock at all” that he 

had guaranteed to his Spanish supporters, however he didn’t discover much.

In Walk 1493, abandoning 40 men in an improvised settlement on Hispaniola

(present-day Haiti and the Dominican Republic), he came back to Spain. 

Christopher Columbus did not “ find” the Americas, nor was he even the 

principal European to visit the “ New World.” (Viking pioneers had cruised to 

Greenland and Newfoundland in the eleventh century.) 

Columbus’ voyage left in August of 1492 with 87 men cruising on three 

ships: the Nia, the Pinta, and the Santa Maria. Columbus told the Santa 

Maria, while the Nia was driven by Vicente Yanez Pinzon and the Pinta by 

Martin Pinzon. 3 This was the first of his four treks. He voyaged west from 

Spain over the Atlantic Ocean. On October 12 arrive was found. He gave the 

essential island he touched base on the name San Salvador, in spite of the 

way that the neighborhood people called it Guanahani. 4 Columbus believed 

that he was in Asia, yet was an incredible Caribbean. He even proposed that 

the island of Cuba was a bit of China. Since he thought he was in the Non 

standard players, he called the neighborhood people “ Indians.” In a couple 

of letters he created back to Spain, he delineated the scene and his 

encounters with local people. He continued cruising all through the 

Caribbean and named various islands he encountered after his ship, master, 

and ruler: La Isla de Santa Maria de Concepc? n, Fernandina, and Isabella. 

It is hard to choose unequivocally which islands Columbus visited on this 

voyage. His portrayals of the nearby society, geography, and vegetation do 

give us a couple of signs be that as it may. One place we do acknowledge he

stopped was in present-day Haiti. He named the island Hispaniola. Hispaniola
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today joins both Haiti and the Dominican Republic. In January of 1493, 

Columbus traveled back to Europe to report what he found. On account of 

upsetting seas, he was constrained to touch base in Portugal, a shocking 

event for Columbus. With relations among Spain and Portugal worried in the 

midst of this time, Ferdinand and Isabella assumed that Columbus was 

taking huge information or conceivably stock to Portugal, the country he had 

lived in for a long time. The people who stayed against Columbus would later

use this as a conflict against him. Over the long haul, Columbus was allowed 

to return to Spain conveying with him tobacco, turkey, and some new 

flavors. He furthermore conveyed with him a couple of local people of the 

islands, of whom Ruler Isabella turned out to be incredibly loving. 

Columbus took three other similar outings to this region. His second voyage 

in 1493 passed on an immense naval force with the desire for conquering 

the neighborhood masses and setting up territories. At one point, local 

people struck and butchered the travelers left at Post Navidad. After some 

time the travelers mistreated a critical number of local people, sending some

to Europe and using various to burrow gold for the Spanish pioneers in the 

Caribbean. The third trek was to explore a more prominent measure of the 

islands and region South America further. Columbus was named the 

administrative head of Hispaniola, anyway the homesteaders, irritated with 

Columbus’ drive connected with the pioneers of Spain, who sent another 

congressperson: Francisco de Bobadilla. Columbus was acknowledged 

prisoner a ship and sent back to Spain. 

On his fourth and last voyage west in 1502 Columbus’ goal was to find the “ 

Strait of Malacca,” to attempt to find India. Regardless, a hurricane, by then 
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being denied access to Hispaniola, and a while later another storm made this

a terrible trek. His ship was so gravely hurt that he and his gathering were 

stranded on Jamaica for quite a while until help from Hispaniola finally 

arrived. In 1504, Columbus and his men were recovered to Spain. 

In any case, his voyage commenced a very long time of investigation and 

misuse on the American landmasses. The outcomes of his investigations 

were serious for the local populaces of the regions he and the 

conquistadores prevailed. Illness and ecological changes brought about the 

obliteration of most of the local populace after some time, while Europeans 

kept on removing common assets from these domains. 

Today, Columbus has a disputable heritage he is recognized as a challenging

and way breaking wayfarer who changed the New World, yet his activities 

additionally released changes that would in the end destroy the local 

populaces he and his kindred pioneers experienced. 
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